
Regional Trunk Line System 

The Shasta Regional Transportation Agency will prioritize regional non-motorized infrastructure funding for 
local agency implementation of a trunk line system in the region’s active transportation network.  A “trunk 
line” is a high quality active transportation facility providing a trail, or trail like, experience for people riding 
bicycles or walking between communities and activity centers identified in this plan.  It is envisioned that 
these trunk lines will one day connect other regions as well.  Because trunk lines will not take people 
everywhere in the active transportation network, connections to and from the trunk line system will be 
through feeder routes designed and implemented at the local level.  

High quality trunk lines will grow the region’s active transportation population because of the inherent 
safety and comfort they offer community members of any age or ability who could be persuaded to 
commute to work and school, or run errands by bicycle and on foot.  They are also more expensive than 
traditional biking and walking facilities, but leveraging regional dollars for state and federal funding will 
afford local agencies in the Shasta Region high quality infrastructure if invested strategically.  Local agencies 
and active transportation advisory groups for the region and the city of Redding have agreed to the 
conceptual trunk lines marked blue in Diagram 1, depicting general connections between Strategic Growth 
Areas, between activity centers, and one day to destinations outside of the region.  Local agencies, in 
consultation with neighboring jurisdictions and SRTA, will decide the most suitable final alignment of trunk 
lines.  Projects in the fiscally constrained and unconstrained project lists may currently be planned for 
integration into a trunk line, but it is also possible that different projects may be substituted if local 
jurisdictions determine that new conditions warrant it. 

What does a trunk line look and feel like? 

Trunk lines are context dependent but have a shared quality of comfort and safety.  Signs intuitively guide 
people to bikeable and walkable destinations along high quality corridors designed by local engineers using 
the latest designs from broadly vetted active transportation design manuals.  A trunk line will typically have 
horizontal and vertical (E.g grade separations, curbs, etc.) separation between vehicles and active 
transportation modes such as with a Class I Multi-Use Path or a Class IV Separated Bikeway.  If necessary, 
due to insufficient right-of-way, geometric configuration limitations, etc., a trunk line could also be an 
environment for active transportation users to share the road with low-speed motor vehicles, such as on a 
Class III Bicycle Boulevard with amenities and features that heighten a sense of safety and comfort for 
people walking or on bicycles.   

As a result, someone walking or cycling on a trunk line is largely unconcerned with vehicular traffic 
conflicts.  Conflict is also avoided between people walking and riding bicycles using tools such as grade 
separations, curbs, planters, markings, signs, etc.  At locations where potential conflict with motor vehicles 
cannot be avoided, trunk lines are highly visible, and vehicles must yield to active transportation.  
Whenever possible, intersections are avoided.  If intersections fall along a trunk line, then trunk line traffic 
should have traffic control equity with vehicular traffic in the form of dedicated bicycle and pedestrian 
signals or other traffic controls devices.  Pedestrians and people on bikes at a trunk line intersection should 
have minimal wait time and shade protection.  If a trunk line should intersect with another trunk line, the 



intersection should be designed as a recognizable point of orientation with directional signs and seek to 
incorporate artistic, historical, and cultural features. 

Designs for active transportation infrastructure, markings, signs, traffic control devices and amenities are 
evolving quickly.  The list of infrastructure, amenities, traffic control devices, etc. below are prioritized for 
trunk lines given the current state of the practice.  Design guidance for these can be found in the National 
Association of City Transportation Officials (NACTO): Urban Street Design Guide, Transit Street Design 
Guide, Urban Bikeway Design Guide, and Urban Street Stormwater Guide; MassDOT’s Separated Bike Lane 
Planning and Design Guide; as well as Caltrans’ DIB 89.  Other designs from these manuals may be 
considered.  Please note that preferred designs and manuals may change with future updates to this plan.  

Prioritized Trunk Line Characteristics 

Facilities and amenities listed should go beyond minimum design standards listed in the design manuals 
referenced above.  Projects proposed for trunk line alignment including facility and amenity designs that go 
beyond minimum standards will compete especially well for regional non-motorized funding.  Trunk lines 
will not have all of these characteristics, but proposed facilities providing less or no horizontal and vertical 
separation are expected to have more of these characteristics to qualify for regional trunk line funding. 

• Vertical separation between vehicles and active transportation
• Grade separation between modes (vehicles, bicyclists, pedestrians, equestrians (if

applicable))
• Intermittent planter barriers, curb, K-rail
• Plastic bollards

• Buffer between open car doors and moving vehicles in an adjacent lane.
• Concrete path (versus asphalt)
• Intersection shading for cyclists and pedestrians (tree canopy, structure, canvas sail, solar grid, etc.)
• Path lighting
• Traffic control devices including signals with active transportation phases or prioritized movements
• Reduced wait times for active transportation at signals.
• Enhanced active transportation detection at signals (video, embedded detection, curbside crossing

buttons) to trigger traffic control devices, warning lights, visibility lighting.
• Automated traffic enforcement at high risk intersections
• Single lane roundabouts
• Conflict zones marked in green pain
• Mid-block crossings (Rapid flashing beacons or hybrid beacons)
• Cycling traffic separated from transit traffic and pedestrian queueing using transit passenger islands
• Wayfinding signs
• Secure bicycle parking appropriate to the scale of adjacent activity centers in the trunk line system
• Intermittent drinking fountains, waste bins, public restrooms, benches
• Integration of artistic, cultural, and/or historical elements unique to the region



Trunk lines should, wherever appropriate, include “green street” features.  These features may be found 
along sidewalks, as horizontal and vertical separation between transportation modes, in medians, chicanes, 
curb extensions, planting strips, etc. as a way to slow stormwater and filter contaminants before entering 
waterways.  Examples include: 

• Street trees (Systematic planting for the development of tree canopies)
• Bioswales
• Infiltration basins
• Permeable pavement
• Plantings
• Etc.

Where a trunk line section comprises a bicycle boulevard, many design elements are introduced to provide 
perceived comfort and safety.  Examples include: 

• Chicanes
• Raised crosswalks, Speed tables, etc.
• Diagonal, median, or full diverters
• Curb extensions
• Neighborhood traffic circles
• Chokers
• Pavement markings
• Short center islands
• Etc.

Examples of trunk lines in other communities
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